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yeara, pmeeding open peacept of dre rojstat. tt was vbjected, with regard No 8 7
to nt lofthe iatraightA of :sine, taken in the x696, That it was null, the
'spetrior, who granted the precept of dir eikstdi, b6hg at that time dead,
which was offertd t0 be &oved, whereby the precept fell, and consequently
this safitie tould be ho foondktidn fot a positive pfdbripfion. In answer, it was
admittod, That if -the sasitte upon which ihe pr 4#6ption is founded were Oull
in Pkint of soleinnity, as wantingdymbbok, or suth like, there could be no pre-
scription- But where thtre 6 -e objection to the ast itself, but to the war-
rant of the sasine, which the possessor is not bound to produce to support his
prescription, the very intediAewt of the statute is, to -remove all objections
against the title, other than that of falsehood. Thaz-oxus found, that the in-
feftmtent in the 1696 is a habite title of prescription.

FoL Dic. v. 2, p. 103.

** Lcrd Kilketran mentions this case in this manner:

THE exception of precepts of clare constat in the 3 5th act of the Parliament
1693, was found to be absolute, and that such prec6pts became ineffectual, not
diuly where the receiver,-but also where the ganter died before sasine taken
fthereq, though still such precipt and sasine was understbod to be a title of pre-
scription.

kut when the obtairier of a precept of clare consati, who had taken his sasine
after the superior the granter's death, had conveyed the lands to a singular suc-
cessor, who'had obtained from the succeeding superior many years thereafter i
confirmation of all rights, titles, and securities, in respect the obtainer of the
sAid precept of clare constat was then on life, althbugh' the confiriation was
only in the foresaid general terms, the same was found to be elfectual to the

Imtrtiaser, and not challengeable by the heir of .the ancient vassal pr-deessor
of the obtainer of said precept.

'his confirtiation was considered as of the same e ct as if the superor had
refewed the precept of clare to the obtainer ot the forner, though it did not
appear wfetlrer or not he knew tlhiat he was then ori life.

Kilkerran, (PRECEPT OF CLARE CONSTAT) NO 2 I 41 .

1724. JYly 28. The EARL of MiCHONT against The EARL Of Homkt
No 88.

TiE Earl of archmont having right by progress to the lahds and bafony of Found, that
the positive

Greenlaw, of which the lands of Tennandrie are a part, by titles' derived from prescripti9*

the Earl of Home's predecessors, and being, as his apthors had been, in the of a right
runs by a

peaceatle p'ossession, for years beyond memory, of the whole barony of Grein. apparentpe p heir's posses.
law, except the particular lands of Tennandrie, which had been and continued json, bough
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No 88.
rot infeft, if
his predeces-
sor was in-
feft by Virtue
of a charter;
and that in
uninterrupteel
immemorial
possession
was relevant
to presume a
complete pos-
session back
to the infeft.
mnent, if not
elided by
contrary evi-
desce,

to be in the possession of the Earls of Home also for time beyond memory;
raised in the year 1695 a process of reduction, improbation, and declarator of
property of the lands of Tennandrie against Charles then Earl of Home, at that
time in possession of these lands, and likewise against the apprisers of the es-
tate of Home, against the Representatives of George Home of Dirrington, and
against the Representatives of Mr David Home, parson of Greenlaw, which
George and.David Homes, the pursuer supposed, from the writingsproduced
by him, to have been authors to the Earl of Home in the right by which he
possessed the lands of Tennandrie.

It appdared from the writings produced by the pursuer, and was admitted
by the defender, That the barony of Greenlaw, including Tennandrie, had
been granted in fen by the Earls of Home before the year. i6oo, and that by.
progress they had come into the person of Home Earl of Dunbar, who was in-
feft in the absolute right of them, both property and superiority, by virtue of
a charter under the Great Seal, anno i6o6, proceeding on the necessary resig-
nation.

It appeared also, by the pursuer's production, and was admitted by the de-
fender, That Lady Anne Home, daughter and co-heiress to the said Earl of
Dunbar, and as deriving right from her sister, had in the year 1615 granted
a wadset right over the whole barony, including Tennandrie, to Sir Gideon
Murray, for 20,000 merks: That Sir Gideon conveyed the said right to Home
of Manderston, who, in the year 1620, ised requisition of his nrioney in due
form; but not having received it, he carried on a process of poinding the
ground, and obtained decreet against the then possessors, particularly against
one Mr David Home who possdssed the lands of Tennandrie: And that Man.
derston likewise that same year carripd on a process of apprising, by which he
evicted the ground right of the whole lands, and all reversions, &c. of it, upon
which apprising he expeded a charter under the Great Seal, and was thereupon
infeft; and that in the said year, Manderston entered into anew transaction
with Lady Anne; and for a further sum of money then paid to her, he ob-
tained, from her a ratification of the apprising, a discharge of the legal reversion,
and a full disposition to the lands, and to all rights of reversion, &c. competent
to her as to the said lands of Greenlaw, including Tennandrie, wher'eof she;
then delivered him a connected progress of writings.

Anno 1623, Manderston disponed his right to Logan of Coultfield, who in
the year 1624, obtained a decreet of removing against the tenants of Green-
law, and particularly against Hoine, parson of Greenlaw, as possessor of Ten-
nandrie, who, by mistake, was named in the decreet Alexander, instead of
David.

It also appeared from the pursuer's writings, that the said right had come by
progress, in the year 1644, into the person of Home of Haliburton, who ob-
tained from the Crown a new charter containing a clause of novodamus, and
that he used an order of redemption of a wadset right, said to, have been ori.,
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ginally granted to Mr David Home, parson of Greenlaw, in the lands of Ten- No
Angndrie, .for the sum of.4400 merks, by the said Lady Anne Home; which or-
der of redemptiodi propeeded against the heirs of the said Mr David and against
Hoine of IDirrington, as purchaser from Mr David, and aist the then
Earl of Home, as purchaser from Dirrington; and that upon this order he
raised and executed a summons of declarator of redemption in the year fol.
lowing.

And, lastly, it appeared, and was admitted that the said rights had, in the'
year 1683, passed by progress to the pursuer, and that he had ued a new or-
der of redemption of the lands of Tennandrie, on the same footing-with the
former. used by Haliburton, and, likewise that the pursuer had anne 1695 raised
the present process, and kept it alive, or revived it by proper transferences, as
occasion required, till this time, and that in December 17p2s, the pursuer had
extracted a decreet of certification against all writings in the possession of the
Earl of Home, and the other defenders, affecting the lands of Tennandrie,
which haa not been, produced; and that the Earl had produced none, but
such .as showed that he was heir by progress to James Earl of ,Home, heir-
male to the former Earl of Home, and son and heir to the said .Lady Anne
Home, who.,annod38, obtained a charter from the Crown, proceeding on a-re-
signatioidby the Ladies Down and Maitland, daughters and liiresses of line to
the sai4 former Earl of Home, containing the lands of Tennandrie, &c.; Item,
Sasine on the said charter; hem, Retour, Alexander Earl of Home, as heir to
the said James his- grandfather, dated anno 1707; Item, Frecp ,,and sasine
thereon of the lands of Tennandrie, &c.

The pursuer also .insisted (but it was not admitted by the defender) that
Lady Anne had, anno 16i7,. granted a feu-right of the lands ofTennandrieto.
Mr David Home, parson of Greenlaw, redeemable for the:sum of 4400 merks,.
and that she had conveyed the right of redemption to Manderston by the
above traupaption anno 1620, to which the pursuer had now right by progress.
He likewisc centended, that it 'appeared from his productivi, that the Earl of
Home had gme into possession of the lands of Tennandrie by virtue of a con-
veyance from Home of Dirringto, of the said wadset right, originally granted
to Mr David Hopme, which right' Dirrington had acquire: from the said Mr
David; and this wadset-right being now become void by virtue of the certifi-
cation extracted anno 171, the complete right of property to the lands ,of Teii-
'nandrie ought to be declared to belong to him, as having right by progress, to
the absolute disposition of the said lands granted by Lady Anne to Home of
Manderston anno 1620.

And for proving that the 'said wadsetaright had been_'granted by Lady Anne
to Mr David Home, and that he had thereupon entered into theepossesssion .of,'
thelands, and conveyed his right to Dirringtori, and that Dirrington had con.
veyed it tothe Earl of Home, the -pursuer referred, imo, to a letter of rever.
sion produced, bearing to have been granted'byI MI David Home to the saitL
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No 31. Lady Anne anno 1617, posterior to the wadset-right to Sir Gideon Murray, but
prior to the absolute right granted by Lady Anne to Manderson, wherein Mr
David declares, " That forasmuch as the Lady Anne, with consent of her hus-
band,. Sir James Home, had set, and in tack and feu-farm letten to him, his
heirs and assignees, the lands of Tennandrie for 4400 merks; that the said feu-
farm shall be redeemable for the said sum by the said Lady Anne and her hus-
band, or their heirs:" But it must be noticed, that the letter contains a proviso,
"That in case it should happen the said Lady Anne and her spouse to sell
-and dispone the heritable right of the foresaid lands before the lawful redemp-
tion, that then, and in that case, the foresaid letter of reversion should expire,
be null, gad of none avail, and that the said lands should remain with the said
Mr David and his foresaids in feu-farm, conform to the infeftment, right, and
security made thereupon." 2do, For proof of the said points, the pursuer re-
ferred to the above decreet of poinding the ground obtained by Manderston
ann 1 61o, against the tenants and possessors of the lands of Greenlaw and Ten-
nandrie, particularly against the said Mr -David, as possessor of Tennandrie;-

3 io, To the decreet of removing obtained by Logan of Coultsfield anne 1624,
against the tenants and possessors, particularly against the parson of Greenlaw,
as possessor of Tennandrie; 4to, To the order of redemption used by Home of
Haliburton anno 1644, against the heirs of the said Mr David of Dirrington
and of the Earl of Home, together with the summons of declarator raised there-
upon in the year 1645; 5 to, To the order of redemption used by the pursuer
anno 1638; 6to, To a sasine of the lands of Tennandrie in favours of Home of
Dirrington anno 633, bearing to have proceeded upon a disposition from the
said Mr David -Home, mentioned to have been dated at the house of Tennan-
drie, and to have reserved a liferent to the said Mr David and his spouse, and
the longest liver of them.

It was answered for the Earl of Home, imo, That the writings produced did
not prove that there was a, feu under redemption granted by Lady Anne to
Mr David Home, nor that he, or any deriving right from him, were in posses.
sion of the lands of Tennandrie; for no less could be a proof of that, than the
production of the fen-right itself, and sasine thereon. As to the letter of re-
demption granted by Mr David, it could not prove his right 4 and as to the
decreets of poinding and removing, and the orders of redemption, they all, in-
Aeed, might have proceeded on the supposition, that Mr David had a redeem-
able feu-right, but did not prove that he had one, especially since the Earl of
Home produced a continued progress of infeftments in the lands of Tennan-
drie, and had proved peaceable possession ultra Iominum memoriam, which founds
a legal presumption, and must stand as a proof of continued possession, as far
back as the infeftments go, until the pursuer show by legal evidence, that the
Earls of Home were once out of possession. 2do, Admitting, that Mr David
Home had a feu-right subject to redermption, in terms of-the letter of reversion
produced, and that he was in possession, and that the said right and possessies
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reverted by progress through Home of Iirrington to the Earl of Home, yet

the letter of reversion bearing a clause confining the power of redemption to
Lady Anne and her husband; and their heirs, and declaring the feu to be ab-
solute against singular successors, the pursuer claiming by singular titles could,
not have the benefit of the redemption. Answered, 3tio, Whether the case
was, that Mr David had a feu-right redeemable, and that Manderstool and the
pursuer, as deriving right from him, had the power of. redemption by virtue of
the ratification of the apprising and absolute disposition from Lady Anne Home
anno 162o; or if the case was, that -there was no such right as Mr David's, but
that Manderston and the pursuer under him, had, by virtue of the said disposi-
tiwo, a direct right to the lands of Tennandrie, as well as to the rest of the ba-
rony of Greenlaw; yet in either of these cases, the -pursuer's right was pre-
scribed non utendo, and the absolte right of property was vested in the Earl of
Home, in terms of the act of Parlidment 1617, anent the prescription of herit-
able rights, he having produced a connected progress of consecutive sasines
proceeding on charters and'retours, accompanied withpeaceable possession for
forty years.

Replied for the Earl of Marchmont to the first answer, That though itiar
not material in the present state of the process for him to prove, that Mr David
IQme had a feu-right redeemable, since the defender had not founded upoli
ijtbut allowed certification to be extracted against it, yet he contended, that
$eletter of reversion granted by Mr David anno 1617, together with the de-
ereet of poinding the ground anno 162:, and the -decreet of removing anno
vt4, and the order of redemption in the year 1644, with the sumimlons of de.
clarator 1645, and orde of redemption 1683, conjoined with Dirrington's sa-
sine 1633, reciting a disposition fronr Mr David, dited-also at the House of
Tennandrie, and reserving Mr David and his spbuse's liferent, accompanied
with-this particular circumstance, that Home of Haliburtoin, who used the or-
der of redemptioni anna 1644, was procurator in taking the sasine for, the EarL
of Home in the year 1638, didi all manifestly show, Imo, That the 'prsuer'i
right to the ltnds -of Tennandrie was not prescribed non utendo, sii ce tie said
processes and orders of redemption in the years 1620, 1624, x644, 1645; 1683,
1695, &'c. were sufficient interruptions. not only of the negative prescription,
but likewise of any pretension the- defender had by the positive; 2do, That the
Lady Anne and her successors were certainly out of the possession of the lands
of Tennandrie after her infeftment in them; at least, that the continued pos-
session cannot be presumed retro fron the present- imimemorial possession,
against so strong, documents in the contrary, which show, that it is impossible
to connect the present possession with the ancient infeftinent, or to suppose it,
to be of equal continuance with them, so as to found a prescription to the Earl
of Home upon the act 1617, which would necessarily require some new title of
infeftment subsequent to Mr David Homels feu-right and possession,. as a justs&.
titalus to support the present immemoriil possession.
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No 88. Replied to the second answer, tharge limitation mentioned in the letter of
reversion granted by Mr David Home, was not material in the, present state of
the process, onl account of the foresaid certification.

In reply to the third answer, the reply to the first answer was repeated.-
2do, As to the negative prescription alleged to.have cut off the pursuer's right,
though there had been no interruptions, yet the pursuer's right being real to
lands supported by ihfeftmnt in them, and possession of so considerable a part
of them as the rest of the barony of Greenlaw, without the lands of Tennan-
dric, the negative prescription could not operate against it, unle~s the defender
could plead a positive right acquired by prescription, which he could not do
on account of the interruptions of Lady Anne and her successor's possession,
which hindered the present possession to connect with her and their infeft-
ments. 3 tio, Though a continued course of uninterrupted, infeftments, down
from the death of Earl James, who was infeft anno 1638, might be admitted
to support the present possession; yet the fact being, that from the death of
the said Earl James to the year 707, there was no infeftment at all on the part
of the Earls of Home, the, lands during all that time having been possessed-by
them upon the sole title of apparency; such a possession could not support the
claim of acc.isition by prescription in. terms of the act 1617, which requires
consecutive sasines: Whatever might be the case as to acquisition by prescrip-
tion upon infeftments proceeding on a new title, yet the infeftments founded
on by the Earl of Home, being no othei than accidental, and proceeding not
upon any new right to the lands of Tennandrie, but upon the known erroneous
mistake of continuing, in new retours and charters of antient families, the-whole
lands their predecessors had been infeft in, even after they had been alienated
and effectually conveyec1hto third, parties.

Duplied for the Earl of Home to the Jirst reply, imo, That the alleged inter-
ruptions having been all directed against the feu-right supposed to have been
granted to Mr David Home, they could in.-no way affect the defender's right
proceeding on his own and his predecessor's infeftments and possession, which
were exclisive even of Mr David's right, though it had been such as the pur-
suer, alleged, as was decided 22d Jugie 2681, Kennoway against Crawford,
No 9. p. o17; and in a later case, Mackenzie of Ardross against Ross of
Tollie, (See No 12. p. 5176*.) 2do, That nothing less than a direct proof of Mr
David's having had right to the lands of Tennandrie, by producing his feu-right
and infeftment, and of his having been in possession by receiving the mails
and duties, could exclude the legal presumption of.the defender's possession
retro to the 1638, when Earl James his predecessor was infeft, since he was
admitted to have been in possession for time beyond memory.

Duplied to the second reply, That though, the limiting clause in the letter of
re version might not be material in the present state of the question, yet it
showed, that in point of justite, and upon the supposition that the case was as
the pursiier apprehended it to be at the corn mencement of this process, that

* Exanine General Liit of Names.
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the'Earl of Home possessed the lands of Tennandrie in virtue of a progress No 8&g
froni Mr David Hoene, the pursuer, as beipg a singular successor to Lady Anne,
could have no bendt by the letter of reversion.

Duplied to additional replies to the tbird answer, That admitting that
real right t s, supported by infefiment and possession' of a part, cannot

be extinguished non utendo, or- by the negative prescription, -unless there be. an
acquisition upon the positive prescription by another patty; yet that could not
avail the pursuer, since the defender pleads the positive prescription upon
a connetted piogress of infeftnents from the year 1638,' and possession proved
as far back as the-memory of man can reach; which must be presumed retro,
Unless a direct proof of the contrary were produced; .-And as to the distinction
made by the pursuer between possession on infeftmerittactually taken and ap-
parency, the defender insisted, That the ancient infeftment anno r638, toge-
ther with the supervenielit infeftment anno 1707, excluded any such distinc-
tion. And as to the distinction between an infeftment proceedingon a new
title, and one pioceeding on the erroneous custom of continuing in new char
ters and retoigrs of antient families, 6itheir old possessions after they had been
alienated; it was answered,' two, That the act 1617 makes no difference as to
-that polnt; aieither is thre fny ground of distinctiop, where, the possession
tontinues with the party infift, and claiming right by prescription. 2do, the
.dlfeftcment'r6 3 8, to which the defender connects a' progress of infeftinents
suported by Possession, -was a new and singulartl,.1 an-
heiresses, upon whose resignation it proceeded, -should be suposed to have had
vno title to the lands of Tennandrie, yet the infeftment being supported by pos..
session 'was a good title by prescription- though it had flowed originally a non
babente.

THi LORDS found, That prescription runs by an apparent heirs possesion
though not infefj, if their pride essor4 were infeft by virtue of a tharter: And
'ound the ,Earl ofHome and Iis predecessors iamemorial Ipossessibn, relevant
,to presiame retro to the infeftirent 1638, without 'prejurdice to the pursuer to
elide the defnder's and his preddessors' presumed possessinaby stionger 'doci-
ments in the contrary, and-granted dilgence to' recovrd such documents. in
presentia,

.Act. Dun. Fork" IDalympe . Fergusn. Alt. a. Graham, ten. "Clerk, Gikon.

Fal. Dic. v. 4 P. 94. Edrar, p. io6e

,7$2. 7iune'30. SMTr and BOGLE against GRiY. .

In what case,
WHEN one has several rights ,in his person, prescription cannot be pleaded

against any one of them by a third party; because possession is available to pre. thi same
;erve to the possessor any right in his person. But it is a different questio, peron, pre
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